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A B S T R A C T   

Color-based particle filters have emerged as an appealing method for targets tracking. As the target may undergo 
rapid and significant appearance changes, the template (i.e. scale of the target, color distribution histogram) also 
needs to be updated. Traditional updates without learning contextual information may imply a high risk of 
distorting the model and losing the target. In this paper, a new algorithm utilizing the environmental information 
to update both the scale of the tracker and the reference appearance model for the purpose of object tracking in 
video sequences has been put forward. The proposal makes use of the well-established color-based particle filter 
tracking while differentiating the foreground and background particles according to their matching score. A 
roaming phenomenon that yields the estimation to shrink and diverge is investigated. The proposed solution is 
tested using both simulated and publicly available benchmark datasets where a comparison with six state-of-the- 
art trackers has been carried out. The results demonstrate the feasibility of the proposal and lie down foundations 
for further research on tackling complex visual tracking problems.   

1. Introduction 

With the widespread of multimedia standards like MPEG-4, large 
amount of surveillance cameras have been deployed in cities, public 
buildings, motorways, etc. This resulted in a substantial increase of 
multimedia data, which, in turn, rendered the task of robust automatic 
tracking system from video sequences of paramount importance due to 
increasing labour cost. Automatic object tracking, as a fundamental 
problem in computer vision, can be further used in video compression, 
retrieval tasks, interactive video, scene composition, etc. [1]. This mo-
tivates extensive research in recent years to improve the efficiency of 
automatic target tracking and event recognition from video sequences 
[2]. A typical object tracking task involves at least two major subtasks: i) 
object detection that distinguishes the target object from background 
and other potentially similar objects, ii) identifying object position 
changes in consecutive video frames, often termed as object tracking 
[3]. However, visual tracking still poses many open challenges. This 
includes, varying size and shape of the tracked object due to change in 
orientation and distance to the camera; varying illumination of the 
monitored scene; background clutter; occlusion of the tracked object (s), 

among others [4]. To build effective mathematical models, numerous 
cues have been explored to represent target object, including, motion, 
geometry, shape and colour [5]. These are encapsulated in feature 
representation used in the design of the tracker. For instance, motion 
feature was mainly used in optical-flow based trackers, where the 
apparent motion of an object is defined by a dense field of displacement 
vectors across consecutive image frames. Similarly, geometry and shape- 
based features are embedded in edge-based object trackers [6,7] where 
edges are considered as strong changes in of image intensity/colour 
generated by object boundaries. Colour feature is acknowledged for its 
computational efficiency, invariance to scale and resolution change as 
well as robustness in handling partial occlusion scenarios as pointed out 
in [8], which justifies its wide use in object tracking problems. Models 
based on a combination of features have also been explored in [9,10]. In 
a standard tracking model, the basis is to use a reference model, which 
can be any image patch or manual inputs of contour, colour histogram of 
object of interest, among others, that describes the appearance of the 
underlying object. Several approaches that utilize colour feature in 
video tracking have been put forward (i.e. CamShift [11] MeanShift 
[12], Kalman Filter [13], Particle Filter [14], etc.). Particle Filters have 
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distinguished properties in dealing with multi-modal visual tracking 
problem of general non-linear and non-Gaussian systems without any 
assumption about the dynamics and shape of the conditional density, it 
has been used extensively in recent past [15,16]. 

Compared to edge-based particle filtering [7], the underlined colour- 
based particle filter has been shown to be robust against out-of-plane 
rotations [14] due to the inherent properties of rotation and scale 
invariant of colour histogram. While, compared to CamShift or Mean-
Shift trackers, it is shown to be more robust against clutter and occlu-
sions due to its ability in handling non-linearities embedded in particle 
filter formalism [12,17]; in addition to its computational efficiency and 
convergence properties [18]. This motivates the widespread of such 
trackers in many object tracking challenges [19,20]. 

In this course, the key in colour-based particle filter is to calculate the 
similarity between the target colour histogram at the region around the 
target estimate (referred tracker-scale) and that of the ground truth 
(reference mode) [21,22]. Therefore, the (estimated) region (or tracker 
scale) around the target location estimate plays key role in the estima-
tion process. If the size of such region becomes sufficiently small, the 
target may be lost by the tracking system, as it may yield no matching 
between the target and ground truth histograms. Similarly a wide 
(estimated) region may render the influence of the background pixels 
more dominant causing the tracker to become more easily distracted by 
background clutter, which, in turn, may lead to target loss as well. In 
addition, the appearance of the target might change according to self- 
deformation and illumination variations, which also render the simi-
larity to the reference model biased. To handle the challenge associated 
to these newly emergent/disappeared features, the appearance model 
also needs to be updated, accordingly. Therefore, one shall refer to the 
process of accounting for both A1) illumination change of the reference 
model, and, A2) the scale variation due the particle estimation process as 
model adaptation. This partly motivates the current work in this paper. 

In this paper, similarly to many other related works [21-28], we 
deliberately confine our study to a single object tracking, although we 
acknowledge the extensibility of the approach to multiple objects after 
handling the possible data association problem as in [29,30]. The main 
contributions of this paper are twofold. First the original color based 
particle filter tracker has been extended by accounting for background 
information around the estimated region of the target. By doing so, we 
expect to contribute to A1. Second, roaming density criteria were put 
forward, by eliciting marginal density function, to model particles’ 
shrinking behavior, and then, if necessarily, refine particles’ weights 
and, accordingly, the estimation is updated. This in turn expects to 
contribute to A2. In particular, in the same spirit as [29], our algorithm 
also attempts to learn the contextual information to enhance the 
robustness of the tracker. The algorithm is tested in both simulated and 
real dataset using a set of commonly employed benchmark video data-
sets whose results are compared with some state-of-the-art trackers. The 
results demonstrate the ability of our proposed method to handle 
appearance changes and recover from possible local optimal scenarios to 
enhance tracker robustness. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first review the 
related work in Section 2. Then, the basic motion and observation 
models are introduced in Section 3. The methods of model updating for 
both target scale and colour distribution are proposed in Section 4. 
Section 5 highlights the experimental setting with the associated results. 
A further analysis and conclusion are drawn in Section 6. 

2. Related work 

There has been a surge of research in handling changes in appear-
ance model and tracker scale in the last two decades as it can be noticed 
from extensive reviews in [3,31]. This is motivated by the diversity of 
acknowledged representation and tracking schemes that can be adopted, 
ranging from templates [32,33], global statistics [34], view-based sub-
space models [35], temporally filtered motion-compensated images 

[36], most recent frame in two-frame flow estimation [37], superpixel 
representation [38]. Nevertheless, despite the relative success of their 
applications, their limitations cannot be ignored neither. For instance, 
tracking with fixed templates can be reliable over short durations, but it 
fails in case of long duration appearance changes. Similarly, the use of 
local or global image statistics, such as color histograms can offer 
robustness to handle distortion and occlusion but fails to track regions 
that share similar statistics with other nearby regions. View-based 
models have the advantage of modelling variations in pose and light-
ing as well as incremental tracking capability; but they lack general-
ization abilities in the sense that they require training prior to tracking 
to learn the subspace basis. The two-frame motion estimation model 
enables rapid adaptation to appearance changes, but it often drifts away 
the target location estimation, especially when the motions of the target 
and background are close to each other. Dynamic layer representation as 
in motion-compensated images has the advantage of robustness induced 
by the created competition between the background and the target ob-
ject in the layer estimation through motion cues, but requires expecta-
tion maximization and temporal consistency constraints, which is 
computationally demanding and often context dependent. Superpixel 
representation offers in theory a reduced computational complexity as 
the estimation is performed at segment level (region) instead of pixel 
level, but this poses additional challenges associated to the boundary of 
the superpixel where often advanced graphical and learning algorithms 
are needed. 

Other noticeable works in the field of adaptive appearance model for 
visual object tracking include WSL framework [53] where wavelet filters 
were used for object representation and mixture model whose weights 
are driven from EM algorithm to handle the estimation process. 
Nevertheless, its application requires the availability of large-scale 
training data. Especially, it is practically difficult to collect training 
samples that cover all possible viewing conditions. Jepson et al. [39] put 
forward a more elaborated Gaussian mixture model which consists of 
three components S□W□□L, where S models temporally stable images, 
W quantifies the two-frame variations, and L estimates the data outliers, 
while EM algorithm accounts for model appearance changes during 
tracking. Zhou et al. [40] replaced the component L with a component F, 
which is a fixed template of the target, to prevent the tracker from 
drifting away from the target. This appearance based adaptive model is 
embedded into a particle filter to achieve robust visual tracking. Wang 
et al. [41] advocated a GMM in a joint spatial-color space called SMOG 
that captures rich spatial layout and color information. However, these 
GMM based appearance models consider each pixel independently and 
with the same level of confidence, which is often not reasonable in 
practice. Hager and Belhumeur [42] proposed an extended gradient- 
based optical flow approach to handle the appearance variations. 
Zong and Hao [43] suggested to weight particles by using the observa-
tion model, followed by applying the mean shift on particles with large 
weights, called elite particles. Khan et al. [44] combined particle filter 
and anisotropic mean shift seeking multiple appearance modes by par-
titioning a rectangular bounding box into sub-regions. 

Work in [14] suggested a linear combination between previous and 
current estimations of template model at the end of each filter iteration. 
Li and Chua [22] put forward a more sophisticated version of updating 
scheme which induces a decision of minimum error over the whole 
particle distribution. Martínez-del-Rincón et al. [8] proposed a Rao- 
Blackwellised particle filter (RBPF) based tracking algorithm, aiming 
at handling the uncertainties induced by illumination changes and short- 
time occlusion. They introduced a joint image characteristic-space 
tracking scheme which updates the appearance model simultaneously 
to the object location estimation. However, all these updating stages are 
solely based on the information extracted from the estimation where any 
inaccurate estimation is likely to result in serious drifting problem. 
Different from these works, some researchers tried to extract contextual 
information as an aid for tracking. Wang et al. [45] on-line updated the 
appearance model by selecting the discriminative features with the aid 
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of existing background particles. The approach was found robust to deal 
with background clutter but cannot handle the problem of target self- 
deformation which might bring new features to the target. Recent 
work by Stolkin et al. [46] attempted to extract the information from the 
background and automatically adjust the relative importance of the two 
subsequent features (i.e., thermal and colour features), while back-
ground information was used to re-weight the existing features. 

On the other hand, inherent limitations of particle filters associated 
to the choice of number of particles, spread of samples around of several 
modes pointing to different hypotheses in state space [47], which re-
quires special care as well. 

Overall, complex appearance models (such as the subspace models, 
GMM, superpixel, learning based appearance models) do not adapt well 
to the large appearance changes, while the simple models (such as color 
histogram) lack robustness and discrimination power, especially in case 
of long video sequences. It is therefore necessary to balance between 
adaptability and robustness. 

On the other hand, most existing work in color-based particle filter 
visual tracking (e.g., [8,14;21]) assume the scale of the tracker as part of 
the state vector components that will be estimated by the particle filter 
at each sample. Nevertheless, the global nature of the color histogram 
matching employed in the observation model can lead to situations in 
which both large and small scale yield the same histogram matching 
results as will be illustrated in Section 4 of this paper. One potential 
solution to this effect is to increase the dimension of the state vector by 
introducing extra parameters less vulnerable to illumination changes for 
instance. Nevertheless, this requires a substantial increase of number of 
particles and may render the real time requirement difficult to achieve. 
Therefore, a cautious attitude should be considered. 

Table 1 summarizes the main related works in adaptive appearance 
model in visual tracking. 

Inspired by the previous work, our method also explores the 
contextual information in the same spirit as [46], while putting forward 
a robust updating mechanism for both the tracker scale and the 
appearance model with three key innovations. First, in order to handle 
the scale shrinking problem yielding a possible local optimal, we 
differentiate the foreground and background particles according to their 
matching scores and propose roaming density criteria to model 

particles’ roaming situation in the propagation stage. Second, as soon as 
an evidence of roaming is identified, a novel method that uses the center 
distribution of the selected foreground particles is proposed to resize the 
target estimation. Third, our method re-learns the information from the 
background particles and identifies pixels that have a high probability of 
belonging to the target, which induces a new weighting scheme for the 
underlying particles. 

3. Color based particle filter 

The key idea of particle filter is to represent the posterior density 
function by a set of random samples (s(i),ω(i), i = 1,N), where s(i) rep-
resents some hypothetical state of the object of interest, referred to ith 

particle, with associated weight ω(i) such that 
∑N

i=1ω(i) = 1. While the 
overall estimation of the state X of object of interest from its particles is 
performed using the expectation operator over the set of particles; 
namely, X =

∑N
i=1s(i)w(i).

In our case, the target is modelled by a rectangular region, which 
defines the tracker scale: 

s = {Px,Py,Hx,Hy} (1)  

where Px,Py represent the x-y coordinates of the center position of the 
tracker, Hx,Hy stand for the region width and height, respectively, as 
shown in the Fig. 1. The superscript i is omitted for s(i) in Eq. 1 only for 
simplicity of notations, and will be called upon whenever needed.sk(s

(i)
k )

is employed to denote a sample at time k. 
It is commonly assumed that the state vector s is latent and/or un-

observable, estimated from a set of (noisy) observations Z .We denote by 
Zk the observation at current time k, and Z1:k the cumulative set of 
measurements up to and including time k. 

In the Bayesian estimation, the goal is to approximate the posterior 
pdf (probability density function) of sk based on measurement set Z1:k, 
denoted p(sk|Z1:k), calculated in a recursive way: 

p(sk|Z1:k− 1) =

∫

p(sk|sk− 1)p(sk− 1|Z1:k− 1)dsk− 1 (1) 

and 

p(sk|Z1:k) =
p(Zk|sk)p(sk|Z1:k− 1)∫
p(Zk|sk)p(sk|Z1:k− 1)dsk

(2)  

where p(sk|sk− 1) stands for the probabilistic system transition model and 
p(Zk|sk) describes the observation model. 

In short, the estimation of the posterior in particle filter uses three 
main steps: prediction, update and re-sampling. First, prior information 
is utilized to propagate and predict the potential distribution of samples. 
The update operation uses the measurement to modify the predicted 
probability density function (pdf). By using the principle of importance 
sampling, the weights are chosen and allocated to the corresponding 
samples [48]. Then, the update state is computed by averaging over the 
set of particles.  

A. Prediction 

The prediction stage in the particle filter uses the system model to 
predict the distribution of each sample; namely, p(sk|Z1:k− 1)[15]. For this 
purpose, similarly to traditional color based tracking [14], the dynamic 

Table 1 
Review of Adaptive appearance models for visual tracking.  

Method Advantages Disadvantage Ref. 

Optical flow Designed to capture 
movement patterns in 
video sequence. 

separation between target 
and background is weak in 
case of low gradient 
conditions 

[42] 

Two-frame 
flow 
estimation 

Rapid adaptation to 
appearance change. 

estimation diverge in case 
where motions of target 
and background are close 
to each others. 

[37] 

Subspace 
learning 

Modelling variations in 
pose and lighting +
incremental learning 

Require training data and 
learning 

[35] 

template 
matching 

Good estimation in case of 
short duration 

weak estimation for long 
video sequence 

[32 
33] 

Superpixel Reduce computational 
complexity. 

Difficulty to track 
boundaries of superpixel 
regions. 

[38] 

WSL Simple wavelet features Requires large scale 
training model 

[53] 

GMM Can accommodate distinct 
types of features in same 
framework (e.g., color, 
layout) 

Weakly handle the 
discrimination in 
confidence level +
requires training to 
perform Expectation- 
maximization 

[47] 

Background- 
foreground 

Explicitly account for 
background and 
foreground pixels. 

Poor estimation in case 
where target appearance is 
close to background. 

[46]  

Fig. 1. Tracker bounding box.  
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of the state model is described by a constant motion model: 

sk = Ask− 1 + vk− 1 (4)  

where vk G(0,R) is a zero-mean Gaussian noise with a constant var-
iance–covariance matrix R, and A is an identity matrix of size four.  

B. Update 

In the update stage (posterior pdf), the measurement Zk is used to 
modify the prior density by the principle of importance sampling, where 
a new weight will be computed and allocated to each particle. This step 
is achieved by evaluating the similarity between the ground truth and 
the estimates. More formally, instead of taking the entire image as a 
measurement, one only restricts to the image region specified by state 
vector s(i)k (region centred on (Pix

k , P
iy
k ) and whose width and height are 

Hix
k and Hiy

k , respectively) of ith particle. Next, the associated probability 
distribution hs(i)k 

is constructed using the m-color histogram of the above 

region. On the other hand, the probability model corresponding to the 
reference model is also computed. This corresponds, for instance, to the 
first frame or the image request containing the object to be tracked, so 
that the rectangular region that fully delimits the object of interest is 
fully quantified using its m-bins histogram based probability distribution 
href . Next, the similarity D(hs(i)k

, href ) between the reference target model 

href and the candidate target model hs(i)k 
according to state estimation s(i)k 

is calculated using commonly employed Bhattacharyya distance [49]: 

D2
(

hs(i)k
, href

)
= 1 −

∑Nbin

j=1

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
hs(i)k

(j).href (j)
√

(5)  

where hs(i)k
(j), href (j) indicate the value of bin j in the histogram of ith 

particle and reference model, respectively, normalized in the unit 
interval.Nbin is the total number of the bins. Finally, particles’ weights 
are extracted from Bhattacharyya distance as: 

ω(i) = e
− λ*D2

(

h
s(i)
k
,href

)

(6)  

where λ* is some positive constant parameter. Weights in (6) are then 
normalized by a simple division over 

∑N
i=1ω(i), say, 

ω’(i) = ω’(i)
/

∑N

i=1
ω(i) (7) 

Next, the estimated state is obtained by averaging over the set of all 
particles: 

Ŝk ≈
∑N

i=1
ω’(i)k s(i)k (8) 

The choice of parameter λ* governs the number of particles with high 
weights that can be generated. For instance, choosing high value of λ* 

would substantially increase the number of particles whose weights are 
close to zero value, while choosing λ* very small would yield marginally 
equal weights. Settingλ* = 1 sounds a cautious attitude that avoids both 
overfitting and under-fitting phenomena.  

C. Resample 

The resampling stage is carried out in order to discard particles with 
small weights that cause a degeneracy problem. In addition, this step 
also helps in reducing the burden computational complexity that may be 
caused by less-weighted particles [16]. The commonly employed sys-
tematic resampling method is employed here. This involves three main 
steps:  

• First, generate Nordered uniform random numbers for selecting the 
particles (j = 1 to N) 

lj =
(j − 1) + l

N
(9) 

with l U[0,1), a single random drawn from uniform distribution.

• Second, forj = 1 toN, find an integer r such that 

lj∊
[∑r− 1

i=1ω(i),
∑r

i=1ω(i)
]
. Next, setj(i) = r.  

• For i = 1 to N, set new particles s’(i)k such that sj(i)
k = s’(i)k , and set new 

weights ωj(i) = 1
N.

4. Model adaptation 

As stated in previous section, it is critical for a robust tracker to be 
able to update the target model adaptively according to appearance 
changes from both tracker scale and color distribution (appearance) 
perspectives. We first differentiate foreground and background parti-
cles. The algorithm uses the distribution of those foreground particles to 
model particles’ roaming behavior for tracker scale adaption while the 
contextual information extracted from the surrounding is utilized for 
appearance model adaptation, as described in the following subsections. 
A high-level description is provided in Fig. 2  

A. Scale adaption 

In order to ensure efficiency in object tracking performance, the 
(estimated) scale of the tracker should be resized at each frame in order 
to accommodate the dynamic and inherent variations of shape of 
tracking object (e.g., rotation, moving forward or backward from cam-
era view). In particular, when the tracker scale is too small, the kernel 
can roam around on the object, and leads to a poor object localization, 
which can cause tracking failure. For instance, as shown in Fig. 3, 
because the target has almost uniform color (black), small and large size 
of tracker scale, illustrated by rectangular boxes in Fig. 3, would yield 
(almost) the same appearance model, which, thereby, induce (almost) 
the same weight values. This, in turn, trivially renders the tracking based 
solely on the appearance model quite inefficient and may yield to target 
loss and local optimal. More formally, the following holds. 

Proposition 1. If all particles are roaming in a region of a uniform color, 
then the particles will be assigned equal weights and yield a target bounding 
box that coincides with the arithmetic average of all particles’ bounding 
boxes. 

The proof of the above proposition arises from the straightforward 
application of (5–6). Indeed, let l be the histogram bin that contains the 
uniform color, then from (5): 

D2
(

hs(i)k
, href

)
= 1 −

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

href (l)
√

foralli (10) 

This yields constant weight ω(i) according to (6), and therefore ω’(i) =

1/N. Finally, substituting the latter in (8) trivially yields arithmetic 
average of all particle estimates. □ 

Fig 2. High level description of the approach.  
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It is easy to check that the above proposition is still valid if the region 
where the particles roam in contains periodic patterns which are equally 
distributed across all particles. 

Consequently, in such cases, the tracker scale estimate maybe very 
unreliable and may lead to target loss or tracking failure. One refers to 
such case roaming phenomenon, see also [50] for alternative roaming 
analysis in the context of mean-shift algorithm. The obvious question is 
therefore: can such phenomenon be detected and dealt with accord-
ingly? The next subsection provides a partial answer to this question. 
Trivially, provided that the genuine target is not of uniform color, the 
roaming phenomenon occurs because of an erroneous estimation that 
either shifted the bounding box estimates to the background region or 
the bounding box regions become marginally small. This raises the 
importance of reliable identification of foreground regions as well as 
monitoring of the target scale estimates, issues that will be detailed in 
the next section.  

1. Roaming detection 

Roughly speaking, the key idea to tackle the roaming phenomenon is 
to avoid its occurrence. For this purpose, the rationale is to account for 
contextual information in order to favor higher-weight particles. 

In order to handle such roaming behavior, three rational criteria 
have been pursued: distinguishing foreground from background region, 
restrict to high-weight particles and take into account the distribution of 
the particles in the foreground region. In order to differentiate the 

foreground and background particles, the matching scores 
{

ω(i)
k

}
is 

employed. In particular, a particle is regarded as foreground if its 
associated weight value {ω(i)

k } is beyond some predefined threshold 
value ω*. The latter is chosen such that 

ωk
* = μs*maxi

{
ω(i)

k

}
, (11)  

where {ω(i)
k } are computed according to Eq. 6–7 and μs is a fixed 

weighting factor ranging in the unit interval. Typically, μs = 1 would 
restrict the number of particles to only the one with the highest weight, 
while μs = 0 makes all particles to pass the threshold test, therefore a 
balance should be provided by avoiding low number of particles, which 
would make the non-linear approximation of particle filter very weak 
and the high number of particles which would worsen the roaming 
behavior. Interestingly, one shall notice that since λ* also influences the 
weight of particle, the dependency between λ* and μs is established. 
Therefore fixing the value of one parameter to a reasonable default and 
studying the variation of the other sounds a rational attitude. Discussion 
regarding the choice of μs is reported to experimental section. 

Second, the distribution of the underlying foreground particles in 
terms of spatial representation is investigated. Intuitively, if the covering 
area of such particles is too small, then it is likely to induce a shrinking 
problem, alternatively if it is too large, this would also suggest that the 
underlying region will likely include some background pixels as well, 

which, in turn, may trigger the roaming phenomenon. Therefore, we 
define the concept of roaming threshold as 

Dr =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
∑N

i=1‖ω(i)
k − ωk‖

2
δ
(

ω(i)
k − ωk

*
)√

Sroam
, (12)  

where Sroam corresponds to the geometrical area of the foreground 
particles, ωk is the mean weight of these particles and N is the total 
number of particles. More formally, let L be the set of particles whose 
weights is beyond ωk

* :

L = {sψ(1), sψ(2),⋯, sψ(M)}, (13)  

where M is the total number or such particles and ψ is some permutation 
of indices {1,2,…,N} such that all particles in set L meet the threshold 
criterion. Let R* be the rectangular region that includes all the sub- 
regions Rsk associated to the foreground particles whose weights are 
beyond threshold ωk

*. In the same spirit as (1), let 

s(ψ(i))k = {Pxψ(i)
k ,Pyψ(i)

k ,Hxψ(i)
k ,Hyψ(i)

k }, i = 1,M (14) 

be the set of particles that are found to belong to foreground, then 

Sroam = min
i=1,M

(Pxψ(i)
k − Hxψ(i)

k )max
i=1,M

(Pyψ(i)
k − Hyψ(i)

k ) (15)  

δ
(

ω(i)
k − ωk

*
)
=

{
1if ω(i)

k ≥ ωk
*

0Otherwise
(16)  

ωk =
∑N

i=1
ω(i)

k δ
(

ω(i)
k − ωk

*
)

(17) 

The numerator expression in (12) indicates the variation of the 
weights of the foreground particles with respect to its mean value, or the 
standard deviation of the foreground particle weights up to a multipli-
cative factor. Intuitively, higher the standard deviation better is the 
asymptotic performance of the filter, as equal weight particles likely 
translate degeneracy phenomenon, ill-sampled or a poor estimation, 
especially in case of non-uniform background / target color. On the 
other hand, from (15), higher the number of foreground particles, likely 
wider the entity Sroam. 

From (12), a thresholding, say, Tr, was used to detect roaming phe-
nomenon; namely, the roaming occurs whenever 

Dr ≤ Tr (18) 

Given the arguments provided earlier, the threshold Tr is chosen 
inversely proportional to the number of particles in the foreground: 

Tr =
fs

Srominitial

1
M

(19)  

Where Srominitial corresponds to the initial value of Sroam after the first 
estimation (first frame) and fs the (maximum) scaling factor of images in 
the video sequence. The rationale behind the preceding is that the 
(target) shrinking and roaming phenomenon rather occurs at later 
stages, therefore, it is fair to assume the estimation of Sroam at the 
beginning as relatively reliable. The parameter fs quantifies the variation 
of the distance object – camera. Nevertheless in the absence of infor-
mation about the video sequence (s), a default value could be used. In 
our case, setting fs = 1 was found to work well across all dataset 
employed (this was because there is a room to tune other parameters as 
well as will be detailed later). 

On other hand, from (12), one shall also mention the following:  

- The case of a single particle foreground is fully excluded as this will 
entail Dr = 0 according to (12). 

A                                         B                                      C 

Fig. 3. Tracker in the local maximum (roaming).  
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- Similarly, the case of fully equal weight particles in the foreground 
yields Dr = 0. In both cases (18) holds, and therefore, the roaming 
avoidance scheme will be triggered. 

If there is no roaming problem, say, (18) is not held, the algorithm 
will follow the original method of Eq. 7–8 to estimate the target status, 
otherwise, the scale modification step described in the next subsection 
applies.  

2. Scale modification 

First one shall consider the cover-particle; namely, the minimal-area 
particle that covers all particles in the foreground region (whose 
geometrical area coincides with Sroam). Let us denote by sR*

k the cover- 
particle such that sR*

k =
{
P*x

k , P*y
k ,H*x

k ,H*y
k
}
, where 

P*x
k =

[
min

{
Px

sψ(i)
− Hx

sψ(i)

}

i=1..M
+max

{
Px

sψ(i)
+ Hx

sψ(i)

}

i=1..M

]/
2 (20)  

P*y
k =

[
min

{
Py

sψ(i)
− Hy

sψ(i)

}

i=1..M
+max

{
Py

sσ(i)
+ Hy

sψ(i)

}

i=1..M

]/
2 (21)  

H*x
k = max

{
Px

sψ(i)
+ Hx

sψ(i)

}

i=1..M
− min

{
Px

sψ(i)
− Hx

sψ(i)

}

i=1..M
(22)  

H*y
k = max

{
Py

sψ(i)
+ Hy

sψ(i)

}

i=1..M
− min

{
Py

sψ(i)
− Hy

sψ(i)

}

i=1..M
(23) 

After generation of the above modified bounding box associated 
particle, a new resampling scheme is initiated accordingly. First, we 
reset the scale of all particles according to the estimated state. Then, one 
computes the histogram hSR*

k 
of this new tracker from the modified 

estimated state (cover-particle) sR*

k and use Bhattacharyya distance (24) 
to compute the similarity between the histogram associated to ground 
truth and that of the cover-particle (obtained using expressions 
(20–23)). Then, the following step computes the weights ωsR*

k 
of the 

estimate similarly to expression (6). 

D2
(

hsR*
k
, href

)
= 1 −

∑m

j=1

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
hsR*

k
(j), href (j)

√
(24) 

Then,ωsR*
k 

becomes the resampling threshold, and the re-scaled par-

ticles with higher weights can be copied into the next iteration. Particles 
with lower weights will be replaced by the modified estimated statesR*

k .  

B. Appearance adaption 

Due to discrepancies caused by changing target appearance (i.e. 
illumination change, change of camera views, target self-deformations, 
occlusion etc.), a static appearance model is not sufficient to form a 
robust tracker in real scenarios. To overcome the resulting appearance 
changes, in the same spirit as [14], one updates the appearance model 
according to the current estimate. 

For this purpose, in order to ensure the robustness of appearance 
adaption, we first set a threshold Ta for the Bhattacharyya distance 
D2(hω

sR*
k

, href ) between the estimation and the reference model, 

computed from Eq. 5. As it is reasonable to assume that the target cannot 
have a sudden and dramatic change from one frame to another, we re-
gard the situation with abrupt high Bhattacharyya distance comes from 
a possible occlusion or any other miss-conception scenarios. In such a 
case, the appearance model should stay the same. Therefore, the 
appearance adaption will be triggered only if Eq. 25 is held: 

D2
(

hω
sR*
k

, href

)〉

Ta (25) 

As stated in Section 2, works in [14,22] have explored some ways for 
updating the appearance model based solely on the state estimation. 

However, these naive methods might distort the appearance model and 
result in tracking failure whenever inaccurate estimation occurs. Natu-
rally, the best way to avoid this drifting problem for appearance adap-
tion is to extract contextual information from the background. Inspired 
by the work of Wang et al. [45] and Stolkin et al. [29,46], we first extract 
an appearance model of background. Second, a likelihood based 
approach has been employed to update the weights attached to refer-
ence model. These two phases are detailed in the forthcoming 
subsections.  

)1. Extracting background information 

Since in the roaming detection section, an approach has been 
developed to distinguish foreground from background particles, the 
same test (quantified by expression (11)) can therefore be employed to 
discriminate background particles, say, sbi

k , as well. Indeed, all particles 
whose weights are below the threshold ωk

* are assumed background. 
Next, the appearance model of the background is calculated as the sum 
of the colour-histogram of its associated particles: 

hb =
∑Nb

ib=1
hsbi

k
(26)  

where h
s(ib)k 

is the colour-model of the sbi
k particle, and Nb stands for the 

number of background particles.  

)2. Reference model update 

After computing the appearance model of the background using (26), 
for each bin u, we evaluate the marginal contribution of foreground 
appearance model with respect to background appearance model, so 
that such contribution reaches its maximum value one if there is no 
particles in background or the foreground is highly dominant and takes 
zero value in the case of absence of foreground particles or strong 
background dominance. This is quantified using the following: 

α(u) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1 − e
− λc

(
hf (u)
hb (u)

)

, if hb(u) ∕= 0

1, if hb(u) = 0

(27) 

where λc is a positive smoothing parameter. The value of α(u) ranges 
in [0,1]. Next, α(u) coefficients are used to adaptively update the 
appearance of the reference model according to: 

ĥref (u) = (1 − α(u))href (u)+ α(u)hf (u) (28)  

where href represents the reference appearance model. The latter is 
normalized as: 

ĥ’ref (u) = ĥref (u)

/
∑Nbins

u=1
ĥref (u) (29) 

Notice that expression (28) is similar in spirit to that proposed in 
[14] with the difference that the factor α(u) is made adaptive here while 
it is constant in [14]. A pseudo-code description of the whole algorithm 
is given by the Table 2. 

5. Experimental setup and results  

A. Introduction 

In this section, we analyze the results of the proposed algorithm 
using both simulated videos and publicly available datasets [51]. The 
simulated video is generated assuming a fixed-size pure color ball is 
moving at a constant speed in a uniform background. The pure color was 
used instead of colorful scenarios in order to highlight the effect of target 
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color on target scale estimation and discard any noise related effects. In 
particular, the simulated environment will be used in order to tune the 
parameters involved in our adaptive scale and appearance model up-
date. Next, the performance of our tracker has been tested using real 
scenarios from benchmark datasets involving significant scale changes 
and appearance variation of the target. To highlight the significant 
improvement using our appearance adaption method, the performances 
are compared with no updating method and alternative updating 
method employed in [14] where: 

hk = (1 − μ)hk− 1 + μhobs (30)  

where hk− 1is the reference model in the frame k − 1, and hobs is the 
current observed target model. The updating speed is controlled by a 
parameterμ, which is set to 0.5 in our experiment. 

For expression (4), we set the variance–covariance matrix R of the 
state vector such that: 

R =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

Δ3

3
0 0 0

0
Δ3

3
0 0

0 0 σx
2 0

0 0 0 σy
2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

With Δ = 0.7,σx = σx = 0.1 
Furthermore, we also tested our newly proposed tracker to some 

publicly available dataset [52] with another 6 state-of-the-art trackers. 
The implementation is performed using Matlab programming lan-

guage on a standard PC configuration machine with Intel® CoreTM i7- 
10700 K machine of 16 GB RAM and 1000 GB disk  

B. Evaluation metrics 

Ideally, the evaluation of tracker performances involves the exis-
tence of a reference marked as ground truth object [2]. For an arbitrary 
(object) shape, among important parameters that describe the object, 
one distinguishes the center and coverage. Therefore, our evaluation 
criteria are mainly based on these two parameters.  

1. Center-Of-Object 

The center of ground truth object indicates the main part of target, 
and its trajectory can be regarded as the trajectory of the object or target. 
Its coordinates can be computed from the object center of mass. 
Therefore, given an (object) image of N0 total number of pixels, the 
object center (x,y) can be computed as: 

x =

∑N0
i=0xi

N0
, y =

∑N0
i=0yi

N0
(31)  

where xi and yi denote the x-y coordinates of ith pixel. Therefore, 
tracking using a rectangle frame, centered at the estimated center (x̂, ŷ), 
yields a total tracking error (calculated in terms of number of pixels or 
other equivalent representation) of: 

E =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(x − x̂)2
+(y − ŷ)2

√

(32)    

)2. Coverage of Object 

The coverage test determines the extent to which the ground target is 
being tracked, or equivalently, the extent of matching between the 
estimated target region and the object to be tracked [2]. Three funda-
mental measures that do not depend on the shape of ground truth target 
and estimate, consisting of precision, recall and overlap, are considered 
in our study. 

Precision quantifies the extent to which the estimated bounding box 
ET of the tracker covers the ground truth GT. It ranges in unit interval 
where zero stands for no-overlap and 1 for full overlap: 

P = |(GT ∩ ET)|/|ET| (33) 

Recall measures how much of the GTis covered by the estimated 
tracker scale region. It also takes values in the unit interval. 

R = |(GT ∩ ET)|/|GT 

Overlap reflects the overall performance and is defined using the 
tracker’s predicted bounding box ETand the ground truth bounding box 
GT: 

O = |(GT ∩ ET)|/|(GT ∪ ET)| (35)  

where | x | stands for the number of pixels of the quantity x. 
We also distinguish F1-score (higher F1-score better the classifica-

tion), which is defined as harmonic mean of precision and recall: 

F1 = 2PR/(P + R) (36) 

With a given threshold for the overlap rate, we can also calculate the 
success rate of the tracker over all frames of the video by counting the 
number of frames where the overlap is greater or equal the given 
threshold. Next, by varying the threshold from 0 gradually to 1, it will 
yield a curve which varies from its maximum success rate to success rate 
0 accordingly where a larger success rate indicates a higher accuracy of 
the tracker. One shall also distinguish precision versus recall curves as a 
representation that quantifies the tradeoff between the two entities.  

C. Thresholds and Parameters analysis 

Three parameters require special consideration in our tracker: fore-
ground particle weight threshold μs in (11), appearance adaptation 
threshold Ta in (25) and reference model smoothing parameter λc in 
(27). 

Using the simulated video of a fixed size pure color ball moving at 
constant speed in a uniform background (from left to right hand side), 
we can tune the parameters involved in our adaptive scale / appearance 
tracker such that some performance metrics are maximized. In partic-
ular, given the simplicity of such scenario, the invariance of the refer-
ence model is subsumed. Therefore, the appearance adaptation stage is 
not triggered. This restricts the set of parameters to tune to only two: λc 

Table 2 
Pseudo-code of overall algorithm.  

Algorithm: Robust model adaption for color-based particle filter tracking with 
contextual information 

Given the sample set 
{

s(i)0
}

and the target modelhref . Perform the following steps:  
1. SelectN samples from the set Sk− 1;  
2. Predict each sample from the set

{
s(i)k− 1

}
by linear stochastic differential in (4);  

3. Observe the colour distribution:  
(a) Calculate the colour histogram for each sample of set

{
s(i)k

}
;  

(b) Weight each particles 
{

ω(i)
k
}

using (6);  
4. Detect the roaming phenomenon  

(a) Identify foreground particles using (11)  
(b) Test for roaming occurrence using (18);  
5. If no shrinking (roaming test is negative)  

(a) Estimate the mean state of the set Sk by Eq. 8;  
(b) Resample as usual (i.e. systematic Eq. 10); 
If shrinking  
(a) Modify the tracker scale size by Eq. 20–23;  
(b) Calculate the new weight of the modified estimate using (24) and (6), and then 

apply resampling;  
6. Update the appearance model  

(a) Test whether appearance update is needed using (25)  
(b) If the above test is positive, calculate for each bin u , calculate the appearance 

mode of the background using (26), and apply the update rule (28–29);  
(c) Otherwise if the test (25) is negative, the reference model remains unchanged..   
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and μs. Fig. 4 summarizes the evolution of the F1-score with respect to λc 
and μS. The result indicates the existence of a unique maximum, which is 
reached when λc and μS take 0.94 and 0.75 values, respectively. 

Next, in order to investigate the behavior of the parameter Ta, which 
decides whether the appearance updating step will be triggered or not, 
the above simulation video is updated. For this purpose, instead of a 
uniform background, a random clutter consisting of randomly distrib-
uted pixel of random gray values is generated across all images of the 
video sequence. In particular, the outcome corresponds to the average of 
set of Monte Carlo simulations when various noise intensities were 
considered. Fig. 5 provides a rough representation of such video where 
both the distribution of colors and gray level of clutter are made random. 

Fig. 6 indicates the Precision-recall curve for various values of Ta 
equally distributed in the unit interval using the aforementioned simu-
lated video. 

Accordingly, the value Ta = 0.1 achieves the best performance in 
terms of precision-recall taking into account the wide set of scenarios of 
object / background configurations and clutter intensities. Strictly 
speaking, the above value should be regarded as a default value in the 
absence of further knowledge about the video sequence under consid-
eration as it is based on averaging over all possible scenarios of clutter 
intensity, occlusions, illumination, etc. Nevertheless, if the sequence is 
well known, one may intuitively expect Ta be context dependent. For 
instance, as the gymnast sequence undergoes a rapid and significant self- 
deformation, the value of this threshold should be set relatively high.  

D. Experiment using simulated video 

Using the simple simulated movement of a fixed size pure color ball 
in a uniform background, we first evaluate the performance of our 
tracker in terms of center of object metric. In the latter, the mean error 
(in pixels) is calculated between the centers of ground truth and that of 
estimated bounding box, with an interval of 100 frames of the simulated 
dataset previously described. The results are reported in Table 2. Besides 
we regard the state-of-the-art algorithm [14] as our baseline model. 
Next, we compare the center tracking precision in Table 2. One notices 
that both methods do track the center of the ball accurately, while some 
slight difference is noticeable after 200th frame where our method 
outperforms method in [14] up to significant factor. In the calculus of 
the center tracking precision, we used the evaluation as per expressions 
(31–32) where the x-y-coordinates of the target object are provided in 
terms of number of pixels along the horizontal / vertical axis of a display 
starting from the origin (pixel 0) on the extreme left of the screen. 

A reading of the results in Table 3 indicates that our approach out-
performs the approach in [14] by an important factor ranging from 6.5% 
to 48,5% (see also Table 4 for time complexity comparison and Table 5 

Fig. 4. F1 score in case of simulated video with respect to parameters λc and μS.  

Fig. 5. Simulated video with environmental clutter.  
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Fig. 6. Overall Precision-recall evaluation for various Ta values.  

Table 3 
Tracking center precision. The measures are calculated in terms of number of 
pixels.   

Frame interval 

1–100 101–200 201–300 301–400 401–500 

Method [14]  3.3005  4.8869  5.8989  6.6819  5.8329 
Our method  3.0839  3.0933  3.6954  3.4421  3.9599  

Table 4 
Computational Time comparison for one frame processing.   

Average Time (sec) Worst Time (sec) Best Time(sec) 

Our Method  0.033  0.041  0.021 
Method [14]  0.027  0.034  0.024  

Table 5 
Comparison Results of tracking accuarcy. Red color indicates the best perfor-
mance and Green color indicates a second-best performance result.  

Video Name Ours PF  
[14] 

LGT  
[24] 

Struck  
[25] 

L1  
[25] 

CSK  
[26] 

IVT  
[27] 

Bolt  0.55  0.23  0.42  0.02  0.02  0.02  0.01 
Bike  0.44  0.28  0.31  0.50  0.43  0.25  0.43 
Basketball  0.53  0.25  0.50  0.09  0.03  0.02  0.33 
CarScale  0.53  0.35  0.43  0.42  0.55  0.41  0.63 
Crossing  0.53  0.43  0.55  0.31  0.20  0.18  0.48 
David3  0.59  0.58  0.25  0.29  0.38  0.50  0.44 
Face  0.65  0.51  0.60  0.61  0.77  0.87  0.53 
Jogging  0.51  0.55  0.09  0.23  0.16  0.18  0.16 
Subway  0.63  0.09  0.54  0.67  0.16  0.19  0.56 
Mean acc. over 

all sequences  
0.55  0.36  0.41  0.35  0.30  0.29  0.40  
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for comparison with other state-of-the-art methods). 
Besides, in order to examine the fine variations of the performance of 

the developed tracker, we provide the coverage recall evaluation in 
Fig. 7. 

Our observation of the behavior of tracker [14] shows that the scale 
of the tracker shrinks with the number of frames processed by the al-
gorithm. This is clearly highlighted in the coverage result of Fig. 7, 
where the estimation tends to decrease almost uniformly with the 
number of frames traversed. However, such behavior is not occurring 
when using our tracker because of corrective estimation through 
(18–21) as well as the reference model update. In other words, as soon as 
a potential risk of abnormal scale shrinking is detected, the scale size 
modification step allows our algorithm to handle the issue accordingly 
as shown in Fig. 7. Besides, because of the nature of this video, where 
uniform color has been employed in the background yielding same grey 
level value, this also reduces the efficiency of the developed appearance 
adaptation scheme. 

Next, we also reported the computational complexity by reporting 
the average, smallest and largest execution time in second when 
executed on a standard PC configuration using Intel Core i5 processor, 
16 GB RAM and 500 GB disk storage. 

It should be the developed approach includes extra processing blocks 
as compared to the original [14] approach corresponding the roaming 
detection, which intuitively yield a slight increase of processing time, 
which results in 22% increase. Although, in some frame such detection is 
very fast, which explains why in some frames the best time can be very 
close to outperform that of [14]. It should be noted that in both cases 
(our approach and [14]) the particle filter parameters have been 
maintained similar to each other with a number of particles of N = 100. 
Increasing the number of particles would trivially lead to an increase in 
processing time accordingly. For instance, we noticed that an increase of 
the number particles to N = 1000 resulted in an average execution time 
of 0.19sec for our method and 0.15sec for method [14]. This shows that 
the developed approach can to a large extent accommodate any real- 
time constraints, if any.  

E. Experiment using real videos  
F. Visual illustrations on selected videos 

To demonstrate the contributions brought by our appearance model 
adaptation, we first provide the result for a random selection of video 
frames that exhibit target deformation, strong motion blur, high illu-
mination change and scale change. The result highlighted in Fig. 8 
demonstrates the ability of the tracker to handle such deformations and 
variations. In each of these illustrations, the target object varies from 
whole athletic body (target deformation), to face image (illumination 

change and occlusion) and car (motion blur and scale change). 
Next, we selected one challenging sequence from [51], which in-

volves severe and sudden illumination change. We then provide a visual 
illustration regarding the performance of our tracker as well as alter-
native trackers of no-update and that employing updating rule (28) with 
μ = 0.5. The results highlighted in Fig. 9 clearly demonstrate the 
importance of our appearance model update when compared to the two 
other alternatives, which may yield target loss. In this experiment, the 
initial selection of the target region is performed manually but the two 
other alternative approaches quickly yield divergent results. Notice that 
the employed video also contains sequences of complex configurations 
of partial and almost full occlusion. 

The execution time for processing one single frame in this sequence is 
found to be around 0.031 secs for our method and 0.029 secs for method 
in [14] per frame on average, which is in line with the simulation results 
and widely within the reach of obtained in the simulation experiment of 
around 0.031sec.  

G. Overall results with publicly available database and comparison with 
some state of art trackers 

To have an overall evaluation, we tested our newly designed algo-
rithm on explicitly selected sequences from two publicly available 
benchmark datasets [51 52], with a comparison to another 6 state-of- 
the-art trackers; namely, the original PF tracker [14], the Sparsity- 
based collaborative model (SCM) [54], Struck [25], L1-minimization 
(L1) [26], circular structure kernel (CSK) [27] and Incremental 
learning tracker (IVT) [28]. We first test our algorithm on the 16 se-
quences which exhibit significant scale-change; namely, Bike, Boy, Bolt, 
Basketball, CarScale, Couple, Crossing, Diving, Tunnel, Skiing, Singer, Fish1, 
Fish2, Jogging, Gymnastics, Walking. The result in terms of trade-off curve 
of success rate versus overlap threshold is shown in Fig. 10. 

Then, we test our algorithm on the 18 sequences with significant 
appearance change; namely, Basketball, Bolt, Diving, Tiger1, Tiger2, 
Trellis, Tunnel, Skiing, Skating, Sunshade, Shaking, Soccer, Fernando, Fish1, 
Fish2, Ironman, Singer, Gymnastics. The result is shown in Fig. 11. 

Similarly, we have also conducted similar studies on those video 
sequences that involve significant shape deformation (Basketball, Bolt, 
Couple, Crossing, David, David3, Dudek, FleetFace, Jogging, Mhyang, 
Singer2, Skating, Skiing, Subway, Tiger1, Tiger2, Walking, Woman) with 
comparison to the six state art trackers in Fig. 12. 

As it can be noticed from the results highlighted in Figs. 10-12, the 
performance of the developed tracker substantially competes with the 
state of art trackers and marginally outperform these trackers, especially 
for overlap threshold smaller than 0.3 in case of Fig. 10, 0.4 for Fig. 11 
and 0.45 for Fig. 12. 

Strictly speaking, for higher overlap thresholds, the quality of testbed 
can also be questioned. This is because for highly deformable targets, 
high illumination change or strong occlusion, it is hard to interpret the 
accuracy of a rectangular bounding box which includes many non-target 
pixels even during a good performance case. Besides, the VOT Chal-
lenge” uses the following methodology for testbed construction: sto-
chastic trackers are run 15 times and results are averages; then, 
whenever a tracking failure is detected (estimated bounding box has 
zero overlap with the ground truth), the tracker is reinitialized. This 
process has the shortcoming of somehow boosting trackers that fail very 
often. This motivated the investigation of the robustness effect, quan-
tified in terms of number of failures per frame, as an extra component 
that can reveal important insights about the performance of the tracker. 

Next, we test our approach with respect to accuracy score as evalu-
ated using the overlap measure (35) averaged over all frames of the 
video sequence. This is performed for each of the nine distinct publicly 
available sequences [52] with comparison to the six state-of-the-art 
trackers. The results are summarized in Table 6. We also highlighted 
the best (Red colour) and second-best result in each video sequence. 

The results show a good performance of our tracker in overall where Fig. 7. Tracking performances in simulated video with uniform background.  
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in 80% of employed dataset, our tracker is either ranked first or second. 
In particular, the best performance is achieved with sequences involving 
human motion. 

Finally, we also tested our tracker in terms of number of failures 
generated in the video sequence. A failure of one frame is identified 
when the overlap measure is below or equal the defined threshold, 
which is zero in this experiment, indicating no overlapping between the 
estimated bounding box and ground truth). We also compared our re-
sults with the four best performing trackers in the VOT2013 and 
VOT2014 challenge. The normalized number of correctly tracked frames 
can be used to represent the robustness of the tracker. 

The result in Table 6 indicates that our tracker exhibits zero failure in 
VOT2013 and only one failure in VOT2014, which substantial 
improvement with respect to other state-of-the-art trackers that partic-
ipated to the challenge. This also testifies of the high robustness of the 
developed tracker. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a robust model adaption method for both 
scale and appearance model, which utilizes the contextual information 
from the background. We used a roaming density to model the behavior 
of foreground particles and modify the kernel according to the distri-
bution of these particles. Simultaneously, the resampling method also 
changes and adapts to solve the associated degeneracy problem. In 
particular, in order to avoid the appearance model drifting problem, the 
algorithm re-weights the confidence of the color distribution changes by 
learning from the present background, which entails that the pixel that 
has a high probability of belonging to the target will be updated rela-
tively fast, otherwise it will remain unchanged. We tested our proposed 
approach on both simulated and publicly available datasets, and 
demonstrated the significant improvements over several other state-of- 
the-art trackers. In the future work, we will continue to research on 
the ways to self-optimization of some parameters involved in this 
approach and extend the tracker to multiple targets. 

Fig. 8. Testing Tracker in case of target deformation, motion blur, illumination change, occlusion and scale change.  

Fig. 9. Tracking experiment of appearance adaption: first row: no updating; second row: updating using [14]; third row: our method (frame: 1, 40, 132, 170).  
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Table 6 
Visual object tracking challenge in 2013 (associated with iccv) and 2014 
(associated with eccv). comparison with 4 best trackers.   

VOT 2013 (16 Sequences)  

Our PLT[55] LGT++[4] EDFT[56] FoT[57] 

Failure 0 0 1 14 15  
VOT 2014 (25 sequences)  
Our PLT[55] DGT[58] DSST[59] SAM [60] 

Failure 1 4 25 29 32  
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